
Elephants, lions, leopards and much more...
Explore Botswana's three main wildlife havens of the Okavango Delta, Moremi Game Reserve and Chobe National

Park. Here you'll find prolific birdlife, lions, leopards, rhinos and massive herds of elephants in Chobe National Park.
We've specifially chosen a private, quieter area of Chobe for you to stay in, so you can enjoy a unique safari.

Enriching tailormade journeys – for you
This bespoke journey features some of our favourite spots in Botswana. You can choose to take our destination

experts’ recommendations and travel just as you see the itinerary here, or contact us to add your own special
touches; maybe an extension to Victoria Falls or visit the bushmen in the Kalahari. We’re here to design your perfect

holiday.

Call us on 01252 883 184.

 

Trip highlights

Tailormade Waterways and Wildlife

Tailormade W aterways and W ildlife
10 days

Botswana - Trip code TMBW 2
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Itinerary
Itineraries on some departure dates may differ, please select the itinerary that you wish to explore.

Depart the UK on your overnight flight to Maun.

On arrival into Maun you will take a short flight to your lodge in the Okavango Delta. The mighty Okavango is the third largest river

in Africa and its delta area covers 16,000 square kilometres of crystal clear channels, a myriad of ephemeral lakes and ever

changing islands. The river flows south-east from the Angolan highlands over 1,000km away, taking up to six months to reach the

delta area which floods on an annual cycle. Depending on your arrival time you maybe be able to enjoy an afternoon/evening game

activity.

ACCOMMODATION GRADE:

Indulge
If you are looking for the best of both worlds, with adventurous days and indulgent nights, our Indulge level tailor-made
tours may be just the answer. On these tours you can enjoy busy days packed with adventure and activity, followed by
relaxing evenings unwinding in the comfort of accommodation hand-picked for its high level of comfort and service. Some
hotels are full of historical interest too: a converted palace in India for example, or a restored colonial mansion in Latin
America.

TRIP PACE:

Moderate
Moderate pace tours are ideal if you want a holiday which combines exciting activities and experiences with plenty of time
to relax and unwind. Typically you’ll be active and busy for part of the day but then also have time to rest and recharge your
batteries.

DAY 1 - Depart the UK

None

DAY 2 - Fly to the Okavango Delta
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 Accommodation: Sanctuary Baines' Camp (or similar)

Set off early this morning from your camp on a traditional-style dug-out canoe, known locally as a mokoro. With an experienced

'poler' you will gently punt along the calm waters in search of birdlife, crocodiles and elephants. Thought to be one of the most

peaceful ways to enjoy the surroundings, this will be a highlight of your trip to Botswana. You have the opportunity to stop off for a

nature walk. In the afternoon and evening enjoy a game drive in the area where you may see elephant, hippo, vervet monkey,

warthog and much more.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Lunch Dinner

DAY 3 - Mokoro ride and bush walks
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 Accommodation: Sanctuary Baines' Camp (or similar)

Tucked into the north-eastern sector of the Okavango Delta, Moremi is thought to be the country's most beautiful game area and is

rated as one of Africa's greatest wildlife sanctuaries. It covers an enormous wilderness area composed of permanent swamps,

islands, forest and dry land. Exceptional though the geography of the Delta may be, it is the amazing wildlife of the waterways that

draws many visitors.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

DAY 4 - Fly to Moremi Game Reserve
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 Accommodation: Chief's Camp (or similar)

Moremi Game Reserve is home to a wide variety of animals including lions, buffaloes, elephants and leopard. The birdlife is vast and

varied, and ranges from elegant water birds to a huge variety of ducks, geese, heron, storks, wattled cranes and many species of

kingfishers and bee-eaters. There is a variety of activities available from your lodge including game drives, mokoro trails and boats

rides.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

DAY 5 - Moremi Game Reserve
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 Accommodation: Chief's Camp (or similar)

Spend the day on a 4WD game drive in search of the many mammals that roam this area, or take to a mokoro and float along the

waterways. Mokoro rides are perfect for photography, quietly floating along without the noise of motors to scare off wildlife, allows

you to capture the perfect shot.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

DAY 6 - Moremi Game Reserve
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 Accommodation: Chief's Camp (or similar)

Depart on a scenic flight to Kasane where you will be met and transferred to your lodge within the Chobe region. The northern

reaches of Chobe National Park sits along the banks of the Chobe River - one of the Zambezi's main tributaries. Here, you are in the

heart of elephant country - up to 35,000 elephants live within the park, the largest number of any African park.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

DAY 7 - Fly to Chobe
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 Accommodation: Chobe Chilwero (or similar)

Chobe National Park is known for its huge herds of elephants which migrate here when the mopane woodlands to the south

become too dry. This morning, head out on a game drive within the national park where you may see huge trumpeting herds of

elephant in and around the river. Other mammals to be seen include buffalo, kudu, eland, waterbuck, sable and roan antelope,

zebra, lion, leopard, impala, reedbuck and the rare Chobe bushbuck. You can also enjoy a boat safari to spot hippo and crocodile.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

DAY 8 - Chobe
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 Accommodation: Chobe Chilwero (or similar)

After breakfast journey by road to Kasane in time for your flight back to the UK.

 Indulge Campsite

 Swimming pool available

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

DAY 9 - Depart Kasane

Breakfast

DAY 10 - Arrive in the UK

None
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Meet Sarah Phelps, 

Regional Specialist for Botswana

Call on 01252 883 184.

What's included?


Included meals

Breakfast: 7

Lunch: 7

Dinner: 7

 


Transport

Flight 
4WD 

Mokoro 
Boat

 


Trip staff

Safari guide

 


Accommodation

7 nights indulge campsite

Trip information

Botswana Holidays & Tours
Climate

Botswana's regional characteristics, from fertile areas in the east to waterless desert in the centre and south, and a vast delta in the
north-west, make for extremes of temperatures and highly variable rainfall. Additional information and climate charts can be
accessed at http://www.explore.co.uk/weather. Seasonal weather patterns can be unpredictable. Up-to-date information on the
weather worldwide can be found by following the BBC weather link on this page.

Time difference to GMT

+2

Plugs

3 Pin Round

Religion

Christians. Anglicans, Methodists

Language

English, Setswana

Tailormade Expert

Country information
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Country Information

Botswana Holidays & Tours

Food and drink

The costs for meals may vary depending upon location, type of restaurant and number of courses eaten and so the prices
given are an average guide. Local restaurants located off the beaten track may be less expensive, whereas an upmarket
restaurant located in the centre of a major city may charge more.

Lunch price
£8.00

Dinner price
£15.00

Beer price
£1.50

W ater price
£0.75

Foreign Exchange

Local currency
Botswana Pula

Recommended Currency For Exchange
We suggest that you take your spending money is cash as US Dollars. Please note that the banks and Forex Bureaus do
not accept US Dollars pre-2002. NB: you may find it useful to bring smaller denominations of US Dollars for tips.

ATM Availability
Cash can be drawn out on credit cards from ATM's in Kasane and Maun

Credit Card Acceptance
Limited. Some lodges may accept credit cards, however the service is very sporadic.

Travellers Cheques
Not recommended

Accommodation notes 
Booking a Single Room
All of our group tours are planned and operated on a twin-share basis, meaning that the standard cost is based either on individual
travellers sharing accommodation with another group member of the same sex, or people who book together sharing
accommodation. Please refer to the tour notes where the single room option availability is detailed on a night by night basis for this
tour, and the price for the available nights is detailed on the dates & prices tab by departure date. For Self-Guided trips the Single
Room supplement offers the option of a single room each and is charged per person. The Single Room supplement also applies to
the third person in a party of three that will be accommodated in a single room.

Standard  
Light on your pocket but long on authentic experiences, these tours are based in simple, sometimes local-style accommodation. If
your idea of adventure travel is to experience real, everyday life then you will enjoy our Standard style of tour. You will have the
chance to stay at simple, family-run hotels and guesthouses where the lack of luxury is more than compensated for by the warm
welcome and genuine insight into local life. 

Moremi Crossing Camp 
Moremi Crossing is built on a palm-fringed island surrounded by seasonal floodplains overlooking Chief's Island. The camp is a

Budgeting and packing

Transport, Accommodation & Meals
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100% eco-friendly development featuring the latest in solar and waste disposal technology. There are 16 spacious en-suite tents on
raised decking each with their own veranda. There’s plenty of space to relax; on a large, open-plan deck with wonderful views of
Chief’s Island, in small, private lounge areas, by the pool or in the thatched dining room and bar. 

Sango Safari Camp 
Sango Safari Camp is nestled in the shade of trees, overlooking the Khwai River. The camp accommodates just 12 guests and aims to
recreate the atmosphere of the luxury mobile safari camp. With access to both the Moremi Game Reserve and Khwai Concession,
Sango Safari Camp is focused on delivering an exceptional wildlife experience to guests. 

Chobe Elephant Camp 
Chobe Elephant Camp is spectacularly located on the edge of a rocky ridge overlooking the Chobe River. The seven twin rooms and
one family suite all have en suite facilities with indoor and outdoor showers. Relax on your private verandah and take advantage of
the sweeping views across the floodplain. Built in the style of a traditional farmstead the polished wooden floors and exposed
beams create a charming rustic ambience. Chobe Elephant Camp makes every effort to keep its carbon footprint as small as
possible, using reclaimed wood in the construction of the lodge and solar heating for water. 

Premium 
On premium level tailor-made tours you will stay at comfortable mid-range hotels, chosen for their location, ambiance or local
character. Your rooms will be clean and well-appointed, with en suite bathrooms and air-conditioning or heating as necessary.
Premium level hotels normally have restaurants, bars and often other amenities such as a swimming pool and gardens, offering a
good level of comfort at a reasonable price. 

Gunns Camp 
Set on raised platforms overlooking the delta plains, Gunns Camp is a small camp offering fully furnished, deluxe meru-style tents
with en suite bathrooms featuring standalone baths and outside private showers. All tents offer a lounge area as well as private
verandahs and are discretely set around the island ensuring privacy and tranquillity. The tented area is connected to the main camp
via a raised wooden walkway crossing the wetlands and magically lit by a series of fairy-like lanterns in the evening. The camp is eco-
friendly, running off solar-panels, which feed power to the entire camp. There is an elevated bar, lounge and dining room, campfire
boma and swimming pool. 

Khwai Tented Camp 
Khwai Tented Camp is located within the Khwai Concession area, east of Moremi Game Reserve. The camp offers spacious Meru
tents raised on decking with views over the lagoon. The communal area has a dining area and outdoor boma where guests can relax
under the stars and chat with fellow travellers. Khwai Tented Camp offers unrivalled service, from the wonderful safari guides, the
chef cooking incredible homemade dishes to the housekeeping staff warming your bed with a hot water bottle in the cooler months.

Chobe Bakwena Lodge 
Chobe Bakwena Lodge is a beautiful property located outside Kasane, close to Chobe National Park. The lodge offers
accommodation in chalets which face the stunning Chobe River, situated privately away from one another to ensure the most
relaxing of stays. The chalets are simple, yet elegantly decorated, with indoor and outdoor showers. Facilities at the lodge include a
delicious restaurant, a bar and a small, yet inviting swimming pool. 

Indulge 
If you are looking for the best of both worlds, with adventurous days and indulgent nights, our Indulge level tailor-made tours may
be just the answer. On these tours you can enjoy busy days packed with adventure and activity, followed by relaxing evenings
unwinding in the comfort of accommodation hand-picked for its high level of comfort and service. Some hotels are full of historical
interest too: a converted palace in India for example, or a restored colonial mansion in Latin America. 

Sanctuary Baines' Camp 
Built on raised platforms above the Boro River, Sanctuary Baines' Camp is a small, luxury property offering just five suites. Enjoy a
relaxing bath on the private deck, and wheel the four-poster bed outside to enjoy sleeping under the stars. The property has a small
pool, perfect for cooling off in the afternoon, a comfortable lounge overlooking the river, perfect for game viewing. 

Chief's Camp 
Award-winning Chief’s Camp is located in the ‘Predator Capital of Africa’ and the only area of the Okavango Delta that has black
and white rhino. Accommodation features an indoor and outdoor shower, spacious seating area and private game-viewing terrace.
You can also enjoy the surrounding floodplains from the swimming pool or relaxing on the sundeck. 

Chobe Chilwero 
Chobe Chilwero is a luxurious riverside retreat on the banks of the Chobe River with wonderful views. The lodge has 15 luxury
stone and thatch air-conditioned cottages with bath, indoor and outdoor showers, and private garden. Guests can relax in the split-
level swimming pool or enjoy pampering in the spa – true indulgence!

FCO Advice
We strongly recommend that you check your government's travel advisory for up-to-date information and advice about your
destination: safety and security, entry requirements, health, local laws and customs. For UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Essential information
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advice click here.

For more information from Explore about travel advice, click here
 
Under 18 immigration guidance
Please note that some countries require proof of parental consent when travelling overseas with under 18s. Please check
requirements with the relevant embassy or consular office well in advance of travel if this applies to your party.

Essential Information
Once your booking has been confirmed we guarantee the price will not increase, whatever the circumstances. Before booking
please ensure you have read our important tour pricing information.Booking Conditions

Booking conditions
Before booking your Explore trip, please ensure that you read both our Essential Information and Booking Conditions.

Transfers
Find out more about Trip Transfer Terms and Conditions before you book.

Booking a land only package with Explore
Customers who have chosen to book on the ‘Land Only’ arrangements of our tour, please ensure that you have checked your tour
specific ‘Joining Instructions’ prior to booking your own travel arrangements. Your joining instructions can be found below in the
dates and prices information. 

You may also be eligible for the Free Explore Transfer.

Joining Tour Abroad
Customers booked on the ‘Land Only’ arrangements will now receive a Free Transfer, provided you arrive and depart on the tour
only itinerary start and end dates. The transfers will be from the Explore designated airport or train station to the joining point of
your tour, and then back from the ending point to the designated airport or train station. The exception to this rule is customers
who are booked on a tour where the joining and ending point is at the designated airport or train station.  
Free transfers are not available for Self-Guided, Tailormade or Tours for Churches customers.
If you are not eligible for the Free Transfer then you will need to make your own way through to the joining and ending point. On a
majority of our tours Explore will be able to provide a private transfer at an additional cost. Please ask for a quote at the time of
booking.  

For more information regarding the Explore Free Transfer click here

Insurance
It is a condition of booking with Explore that you have adequate valid travel insurance. It is your responsibility to arrange
appropriate travel insurance and ensure you have read and understood the full terms and conditions of your travel insurance
policy to ensure that you are covered for all activities you intend to undertake whilst on the tour, including all optional activities.
Your Insurance Policy must fully cover you for medical expenses and emergency repatriation to your home country. Please ensure
your policy includes medical emergency helicopter evacuation in the event of illness or injury and covers the entire duration of
your holiday. If you are trekking at altitude please ensure that there is no upper altitude limit which may limit or exclude cover for
your trip. Medical and repatriation insurance cover is not mandatory for UK residents who are travelling on trips within the United
Kingdom.
Read more information about what travel insurance is required.

Flight information
Explore offers a wide range of flexible flying options to make joining and leaving our trips easy. Read more about them here.

Flight Information
You are able to book this tour on a 'land only' basis or as a ‘flight inclusive’ package. Your flight inclusive package will be fully
protected by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) ATOL protection scheme.
  
Booking a flight inclusive package with Explore
We have a good selection of flights not only from London but from many regional airports around the UK allowing us to compare
fares between scheduled carriers as well as low cost and charter airlines. Our dedicated flights team will match the best flight
options to your arrival and departure airport.
On our website we display a UK flight inclusive package guide price which is generally based on a London departure. To avoid
paying supplements or to secure your preferred flight option, we recommend booking as early as possible, especially for peak travel
dates.

Botswana Holidays & Tours
Vaccinations

We do recommend protection against malaria, hepatitis A, tetanus, typhoid and polio. Consult your travel clinic for latest advice on
different prophylaxis available against malaria. Travellers may wish to immunise themselves against meningitis. The above is not an
exhaustive list. Further information regarding vaccinations and travel health advice can be found by following the NHS and
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NaTHNaC links at http://www.explore.co.uk/Travelhealth/ and from your local healthcare provider. Immigration/Borders in
Botswana are requesting a Yellow Fever certificate if you have previously travelled within/via an endemic country. For a list of
Yellow Fever affected countries please refer to: http://www.who.int/ith/2015-ith-annex1.pdf?ua=1 Visa and vaccination
requirements are subject to change and should be confirmed before departure. Please note that any travellers who have visited
Ebola affected countries during the last 30 days will be denied entry into Botswana. These countries are: Guinea, Sierra Leone,
Nigeria and Liberia
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